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hi,i came across your post regarding the issue with cubasele not activating after upgrade. i
had the same problemand am now given the choice to choose an alternative editor.

notsure what i want to do. currently working on a project that icompleted in cubase and
now need to continue. any suggestions onwhat i should do?thank yourichie hi i tried to run

the cubase le activation code and got an error message that said that my computer's
hardware was not meet minimum system requirements. is there anyway i can get a new

activation code? i purchased my pc back in june this year, and no way will i buy a new one
now. can you help me please? hi,i followed the instruction to install the the activation

code. it generates a backup copy and the key activate. i am not able to open either the
backup file or the activated file to activate my software. instead the system gives the

message "windows is unable to find 'c:\program files\cubase leai elements
7.5.0\keyactivate.reg'. make sure you have the appropriate permissions to read or modify

that file."can you help me to activate it. kindly please reply. thank you.ganga i need
access to a reactivation code, as ive purchased a new laptop and am attempting to re-
install. ive attempted to uninstall from the original laptop in hopes the activation code

would remain active when inputting into my sel, but it states this code has been used. in
attempting to reactivate on my new laptop, the directions above state to go to

mysteinberg and click activation & reactivation on the left column. im not sure if the site
has been re-designed since the initial posting, but i cannot find this option. how can i go

about accessing a reactivation code for my current cubase le7
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i can not get cubase le to work on my computer with a tascam us144. it doesn't load the
vst-plugin i installed. i have tried to download this by steinberg, but it has a bittorent-

server, which is not possible to use in my browser. when i try to register the vst-plugin with
the registration-code i got, it says that i have to use the vst-engine in my computer. i

followed your suggestion, and got cubase le to work on my computer with a tascam us144.
however, i can't get it to work with my favorite daw-software, no matter what i do. i've

tried to install all the updates, reinstalled the software, etc. all to no avail. what can i do? i
have made the mistake of downloading cubase le in the past and the activation code that
came with it was not used. i am now looking to reinstall le 7 but want to ensure i do not
repeat the mistake of downloading the wrong version. where can i find a working le 7

activation code? > i'm afraid, that this is (again) a difference between the "full" > cubase
versions and my le-version.> ah yes. that may be the problem.> does cubase le support
macros if so, perhaps we can fool cubase le into > supporting it through a macro then.>

find the file "key commands.xml". it will be somewhere in your user > folder, in documents
and settingsusernameapplication > datasteinbergcubase5 if you're on windows. hi,i've got

a problem - i activated cubase le5, and i've found the "key commands" file in my user
folder, but when i run it, the macro doesn't work. i've set it up the same as in the tutorial.

when i run it, i get a message to the effect of "the macro could not be found". any
suggestions?thanks,peter 5ec8ef588b
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